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Racing To Profit 

Ideas to Improve Your Punting Success 

 

Introduction 

The idea of this report is to offer some ideas for how you may wish to use the daily members’ 

content as a starting point when finding your own bets, as well as my own musings on how to 

analyse a horse/race, and what sort of questions need answering.  

There are many ways to solve the puzzle that is a handicap, and these are very much my own ideas, 

mirroring how I approach a race and think about the game. There are no right or wrongs in race 

analysis but I’m of the firm belief that the most enjoyable winners are ones where you’ve added in 

your own thinking – it’s the ultimate satisfaction for me. As well as offering profitable tips and 

strategies (long term! : ) ) I’ve always tried to offer a level of research and information that you can 

use in your own punting, hopefully saving you time along the way and increasing your returns.   

This report has two main sections: - 

1. Creating your daily shortlist - including a look at the ratings pointers and odds  

2. What’s next, analysing the horse/race – this report focusses on the Flat albeit many of the 

ideas in this section are applicable across all codes.  

With any luck the following content will help you in your own successful punting journey and there 

should be something for you to take away, ponder and apply to your own approach.  

Let’s crack on… 

* 
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The FLAT 

CREATING YOUR DAILY SHORTLIST  

 

How to create your daily shortlist 

Less can be more in this game and depending on the time you have available it could pay to focus in 

on a shortlist of 3-6 horses on any given day, before you dig a little deeper.  

So, what can you use to create this shortlist?  

TIPS 

Given the collective knowledge within ‘Team RTP’ you could use various musings from fellow 

members as your ‘way in’. This may be from comments below the daily members’ posts or indeed 

the tipping competition, using the various results updates as a guide as to who you may wish to take 

note of from month to month. Of course, there are also my tips and Nick’s.  

You may well follow a ‘tipster’ blind but there’s nothing stopping you deciding whether you have 

more confidence in a selection and wish to ‘top up’, especially when you know that plenty of 

research has already been done. 

 

Big Race Trends/Big Meeting Pointers/Test Zone 

There’re also my various stats musings found in Section 4 for Feature Handicaps or my ‘big meeting’ 

notes/pointers and the various test zone angle qualifiers found in section 3.  

 

Section 1 Strategies (The Flat) 

Using various strategies could be a useful starting point.  

S6 has a low win SR and finds big priced winners that sometimes make little sense on paper. For 

those that follow this one it could be a case of looking to see if you have more confidence in a 

qualifier and topping up your strategy stake.  

S1 + S4  

These two generally wipe their face if backing systematically and that isn’t advised. However, they 

do find plenty of winners and operate at a 24% and 26% win SR respectively.   

ES+ (Elite Squad/ S3A) + S3A#  

This angle doesn’t do as well on the flat as it does over jumps, however when a qualifier has an ES+ 

next to their name it means the angle they qualifier against from my Trainer Track Profiles report has 

at least 10 winners in the research period and a 25%+ win strike rate. (historically)  

Those Elite Squad+ horses, with two or more ratings pointers (S3A#) won +1.85 points in 2018. 

Again, not that useful as system but they operate at a 20% win SR, so again a solid foundation before 

doing your own ‘form’ analysis.  

* 
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How to use the Ratings Pointers 

You could focus on those section 1 qualifiers that have one or more red symbols next to their name 

(which derive from Horse Race Base / Inform Speed/ Geegeez Speed ratings) in the knowledge that 

something about their past performance/today’s profile has led them to be Top Rated (H1/I1/G1) or 

2nd/3rd Rated (H3/I3/G3) in today’s race. As such, they have already achieved a level of performance 

‘on the figures’ , which is a solid foundation.  

I have looked at the three ratings sets below, to give you an idea of the general win % they operate 

at, to apply to the Section 1 qualifiers as a guide.  

To following figures do NOT relate to the ratings performance within my Members’ posts, but derive 

from analysis of ALL such races run (all-aged Flat turf handicaps)  

These figures provide useful context and information for attacking the qualifiers and using those 

with ratings pointers as a ‘starting point’.  

As an example, you could shortlist those qualifiers with a I1 G1 and H1/H3 next to their name.  

Horse Race Base  

All  

• Top Rated (H1): 19.3% win SR  

• 2nd or 3rd Rated (H3) : 25% win SR  

8-16 runners 

• Top Rated (H1): 18% win SR  

• 2nd or 3rd Rated (H3) : 24% win SR  

16+ runners 

• Top Rated (H1): 12.6% win SR  

• 2nd or 3rd Rated (H3) : 16.8% win SR  

Inform Speed Ratings 

(I use the Master + Average rating, which will mean something to any Inform subscribers)  

All  

• Top Rated (I1) : 18.3% win SR  

o Horse WON LTO: 22.91% SR  

• 2nd or 3rd Rated (I3): 13.74% win SR  

o Horse WON LTO: 18.55% win SR  

8-16 runners 

• Top Rated (I1) : 15.53% win SR  

• 2nd or 3rd Rated (I3): 12% win SR  

16+ runners 

• Top Rated (I1) : 8.5% win SR  

• 2nd or 3rd Rated (I3): 7% win SR  
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Geegeez Speed (Top Rated) 

(I have an old analyser tool for these, covering data from 2012-2016, so even more of a guide than 

above. And the following only looks at Top Rated - G1)  

All Geegeez Top Rated: 15% win SR (this is for all, all-aged Flat handicaps 2012-2016)  

All Geegeez Top Rated: - 

• Horse aged 3 or 4: 19% win SR   

• Horse Top 3 LTO: 20% win SR   

• Horse ran in a maiden LTO: 21% win SR   

• Horse ran 1-7 days ago: 20% win SR  

• Starting Price: - 

o 4/1< : 28 % win SR   

o 6/1< : 23% win SR   

 

* 

How to use the horse’s Odds as a guide 

The Odds 

Using odds to produce your daily shortlist is an option, or certainly a guide to all qualifiers. Most of 

my Flat stats content focusses on standard handicaps (bar some generic big meeting trainer/jockey 

pointers) open to 3yo+ and 4yo+.  

For information purposes, looking at all Flat Turf 3yo+/4yo+ ‘standard’ handicaps (not selling/maiden 

etc), since the start of 2014 … 

As a guide… 

• 5/2 to 7/1 SP  

o Horses sent off in this range win 16.12% of the time. (win % to number of runners, 

not number of races)  

o Horses in this price range win 52.77% of all races where at least one horse has an SP 

between 5/2>7/1. (5970 winners from 11314 races)  

• 7/1 or shorter SP  

o Horses sent off 7/1 < SP win 18.54% of the time (win % to number of runners)  

o Horses in this price range win 68.47% of handicap races contested.  

• Top 2 in the Market SP  

o 47.54% of all races won by a horse sent off Top 2 in market 

• Top 4 in the Market SP  

o 72% of all races won by a horse sent off Top 4 in market.  

The above is presented as a guide, but it may be an idea to try and find value in the 5/2>7/1 price 

range on morning odds (or a bit bigger, up to 9/1 say, in expectation they will shorten). You could 

focus on those that are top 4 in the market at time of analysis, or even the top 6, and go from there.  

That’s a simple way to narrow down the daily stats content, before using other ideas discussed 

above, and what follows below. Obviously, the odd big priced winner/outsider will be missed, but 

‘missed winners’ is part of the game, especially at RTP.  
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Race Type of Choice 

Finally, you may well ‘specialise’ in a certain distance and/or class of handicap, or just focus on 

certain tracks, for example. Your starting point may be to look at those stats qualifiers/tips that fall 

within your specialism.  

When it comes to finding your own bets ‘specialising’ can help. It allows you to focus, not get 

overwhelmed and in time build up more knowledge of the horses / tracks/ trainers/ jockeys / how 

races are run etc. On the flat this could be sprint handicaps (C4+, or C5/6 if you must, or straight 

tracks), or long distance races, 1m4f+ for example, or anything in between.  

* 

 

WHAT NEXT?  

ANALYSING THE HORSE/RACE 

 

At this point you should have a ‘starting point shortlist’ for the day, a solid foundation.  

Then comes the tricky part – working out whether to back them or not.  

What follows are a few of my ideas that you may find useful and can apply to your own methods.  

 

Should you be betting in this race?  

Is the race too competitive?  

In general, I don’t like diving into races that are packed with unexposed horses. In flat handicaps I 

think you want as few three year olds running as possible. The more horses that are lightly raced 

(under 10 runs say), the harder it may be to work out. You don’t want to be taking on too many 

‘could be anything’ sorts in handicaps where there are just a few too many unknowns/dangers. 

The ideal scenario is a race packed full of exposed handicappers (been there and done it horses that 

have built up a ‘winning profile’), a smattering of those in between (4/5 year olds…some of which 

may still be improving) and very few thoroughly unexposed 3 year olds.   

Some would argue that four year olds are worth the closest of scrutiny - many are still open to 

plenty of improvement, yet at the same time have enough runs under their belt to identify what may 

be ideal conditions.  

Class 5+6 handicaps are generally full of moderate animals who find it hard to win. You may wish to 

consider how often you play at this basement level. I know some of you reading this will specialise in 

the lower levels racing but if you’re at an early stage in your race analysis journey, just focussing on 

classes 2/3/4 is an option.  

At this stage you’ve decided it’s a race you wish to play in. Next… 

* 
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Young vs Old  

This game is a constant battle between weighing up young vs old, unexposed vs exposed, and 

everything in between. The greatest of puzzles.  

With any horse I’m always asking myself… 

• Have they proven they handle conditions? (including going/ class/ distance)   

• Have they conclusively proven they do not handle conditions? (can be discarded) 

• Are they unexposed and could improve for today’s conditions? (esp a change in distance)  

• Are they somewhere in between – they haven’t had the opportunity to prove whether they 

do or not, and is this unknown built into their price?  

• What is the horse doing differently from its last run and why should it improve on recent 

runs/win today?  

The more horses you can comfortably dismiss, the better. Race analysis is a constant game of asking 

questions of a horse and a race.  

So, with those ‘foundation’ questions in place, constantly whirring away, what specific questions 

could you be asking of your shortlisted horses?  

Is the horse a proven winner?  

A simple question and one where you could take a dogmatic approach by refusing to back any horse 

that has yet to win a race. Clearly every horse has a price, but in general I like to see evidence that a 

horse has the guts to win, doesn’t shirk a battle, and puts their head down when hitting the front. An 

exception can be made for those having their first or second start in a handicap. But if a horse is 

getting to 6/ 8 / 10+ runs without a win to their name they should be treated with extreme caution.  

For information, to use as you please >>>  

The table below looks at all 3yo+ / 4yo+ Flat handicaps run since the start of 2014, and the number 

of career wins, as an example.  

Wins Bets Wins Win% P/L(SP) Places Place% Races Race% P/L(BF) A/E 

0 18447 1450 7.86 -4664.91 4086 22.15 6497 22.32 -281.04 0.83 

1 22170 2598 11.72 -4496.75 6716 30.29 9409 27.61 -1014.68 0.87 

2 20137 2291 11.38 -4335.68 6124 30.41 9423 24.31 -1349.74 0.86 

3 16021 1711 10.68 -2849.03 4795 29.93 8366 20.45 -449.8 0.86 

 

Since the start of 2014 as of 09/06/18 there have been 11 554 3yo+/4yo+ Flat handicaps :- 

• 0 career wins: 12.5% of all races 

• 1 career win: 22.5% of all races 

• 2 career wins: 20% of all races 

• 3 career wins: 15% of all races.  

69.67% of all such races are won by horses with 0-3 career wins.  

42.5% of all races are won by those with 1 or 2 career wins only. Horses with 1 or 2 career wins 

represent 36% of all runners. You could well just focus on these unexposed types.  

* 
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Is the horse wearing 1st time headgear?  

An odd area to focus on I suppose but I generally take a negative view to first time headgear. It isn’t 

a positive and isn’t being applied for decoration. Connections clearly feel the horse isn’t showing 

their best and have concerns over their attitude. The use of the hood is a slight exception as it’s 

often used to help a horse settle/relax. However, the fact that they ‘take a hold’ or pull in their races 

isn’t a positive either.   

This viewpoint is very much about first time headgear, having never worn any previously. Some 

exposed handicappers will have a headgear profile, whereby the application of certain headgear is a 

positive (previously won when applied), or indeed the removal of all headgear (especially if it’s been 

worn for a lengthy period) If the horse has previously won in 1st time headgear, different from 

today’s, that’s a positive – but still indicates they have ‘issues’. It can take a horse one or two runs to 

get used to their new headgear.  

Strict rules in race analysis are unwise and I wouldn’t sit here and say ‘never back a horse in 1st time 

headgear’, but I do think a higher threshold is required for making them a selection, and the record 

of the sire / trainer with 1st headgear is a useful next step. I’d always want a decent price on a horse 

wearing 1st time headgear, and if they have also yet to win a race they should firmly be in the ‘could 

be a monkey/no good until proven otherwise’ category.   

The below table details the stats for 1st time headgear in all 3yo+ / 4yo+ Flat Handicaps since the 

start of 2014 >>>  

Headgear Bets Wins Win% P/L(SP) Place% Races P/L(BF) P/L(Plc) A/E 

Cheekpieces 2471 225 9.11 -712.88 24.65 2182 -358.27 -222.39 0.83 

Blinkers 1721 114 6.62 -551.62 19 1548 -170.18 -395.44 0.68 

Visor 1087 83 7.64 -397.95 21.07 1032 -190.07 -178.78 0.74 

Hood 922 77 8.35 -193.96 21.69 879 163.78 -21.23 0.86 

 

* 
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Is the horse handicapped to win?  

In handicaps this is a rather important question.  

With flat horses you deem as ‘exposed’ (open to no further improvement) the easiest way to work 

out whether they can compete from today’s mark is to identify their previous winning marks. Many 

exposed handicappers will have an ideal ‘Official Ratings’ range, the trainer (if they’re any good) will 

know what mark they can compete from, and then it’s a case of waiting for their mark to come 

down to said level. If you think they are now handicapped to win again, you can then weigh up 

whether race conditions suit and whether the race will be run to suit etc. If you think an ‘exposed’ 

horse is well handicapped and still retains the ability to win in their conditions, they are worth 

tracking.   

These types will always be open to attack from unexposed legs and as such assessing how 

competitive a race is or how much of a threat the unexposed horses may be, is even more 

important, especially if you have a win only approach!  

Unexposed horses…  

Identifying whether these ‘could be anything’ sorts are well handicapped or not is a challenge - 

working out what level they’ve been running up to, what their potential is in today’s conditions and 

whether that will be good enough (or if they’re over-priced to find out).  

I’ve found that studying a horse’s recent Racing Post Ratings can be useful when assessing what level 

they’ve been running to, whether it’s showing progression and how that may equate to today’s 

mark. So, that’s an option. I previously paid no attention to these ratings but that changed after 

watching a video interview with Racing Post tipster Paul Kealy on the Star Sports website. Their 

video catalogue of interviews is worth checking out. Given the handicap winners he picks out I 

thought he must be onto something!  

This is a useful exercise for every handicapper, especially getting a feel for how your shortlisted 

horse compares to the opposition. Such ratings are only ever a guide, but they can give you a feel for 

the ‘journey’ (told through recent runs and their RPRs) the horse is on. With a lightly raced horse I 

think it’s promising if their most recent RPRs are career bests, as it would indicate they’re improving, 

especially if these figures are bigger than their official handicap marks.  

With more exposed horses you can identify in which conditions they’ve achieved their best efforts 

and how those conditions compare to today. It’s a big positive for any horse if their recent runs are 

some of their best for some time, as evidenced through their RPRs.  

RPRs are also useful when looking at LTO winners and whether they can defy today’s mark. If their 

winning RPR is ahead of their revised mark, that’s a positive. This can negate any fears over whether 

the handicapper has them in their grip, especially if a horse is on a career high mark for the first time 

where it’s hard to know if they may improve again.  

* 
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Does the horse have the ability/class to win this race? 

Obviously as a basic assessment of exposed horses you can see what level they’ve operated at 

previously and whether they have a class ceiling. However, with younger horses it’s trickier as they 

may not have had the opportunity to prove themselves or to demonstrate what their class ceiling is. 

A horse’s recent performance at a lower class may be more than enough to compete at a higher 

level. So, how can we tell? Well, as above you can use RPRs as a guide but also >>> 

HOT FORM 

This is a key ingredient for any betting decision I think, whatever the profile of horse. It helps 

determine whether the horse can defy today’s mark and the opposition, as well as helping to 

contextualise the level of their recent runs and their potential.  

It’s a massive positive if a horse has been competing in races that have produced subsequent 

winners that were both in front of them and behind them. This indicates they were running in 

competitive races and up against horses that were well handicapped, may have been progressive 

and were certainly in form. It’s an even bigger positive if some of those horses have gone on to run 

well at a higher level. It also helps guide you as to what level of performance they may be able to run 

up to today, especially if running in a less competitive race or having dropped in class, for example.  

Horses with such ‘hot form’ should always be noted/marked up.  

Running in races that have produced subsequent winners is always a positive. But you can also 

analyse whether they were in and around horses of greater ability than they may face today – simply 

by looking at the marks/subsequent marks of those they were in and around. What may seem a 

moderate effort on paper may have been an impressive run if surrounded by much higher 

rated/classier animals, especially if they’re not facing such classy rivals today.  

* 

Will your horse make-all?  

The importance of PACE/front runners… 

I’m of the view that no bet should be placed on a horse without an assessment of pace. Indeed, for 

many punters this is the first thing they look at and I wouldn’t deter you from doing the same.  

The ‘easiest’ way to use Pace in your selection process is to work out whether your horse may lead 

and get a soft time on the front end. This is always the best place to be and is a major positive, 

provide the jockey has a willing partner with the ability to execute such tactics.  

On the flat you do need to think about track, stalls position and draw.   

If you think your selection could make-all that’s a big positive. You then need to work out whether 

they will stay there!  

Avoid hold-up horses… 

The other way to look at pace is to avoid (like the Plague!) those horses you are confident will be 

held up out the back. Regularly siding with hold-up horses is an unwise long term strategy given the 

number of factors required to go their way throughout a race. Bar a horse being ridden by Jamie 

Spencer over the straight 8f at Ascot, being held up nearer last than first is rarely a positive in my 

book.  
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We all should be focussing on front runners, pace pushers and prominent runners and this is another 

useful way to shortlist potential bets.   

* 

Is the horse dropping in class?  

Nothing in this game is simple and there are no short-cuts to punting glory – simply backing all class 

droppers is a quick way to the poor house.  

However, any shortlisted horse of yours that is dropping in class/class band is worth serious scrutiny. 

This is certainly the case if they are doing so on the back of a decent run and are thus arriving ‘in 

form’.  

Running against weaker opposition is usually a big positive and even a drop from a 0-85 to a 0-80 

(both class 4) can make a massive difference and be a much weaker contest.  

It’s important to remember than many horses will be dropping in class because their mark is falling. 

Often their mark is falling because they are out of form or are moderate animals. As simple as that.  

Of course, some will have been running in far from ideal conditions and/or may have a class/rating 

ceiling that they’re now ready to exploit.  

Do not underestimate the class dropper (especially if on the back of a decent run) and again, as with 

identifying ‘front runners’, is another ‘way in’ to your shortlisted horses.  

* 

Is there a change of jockey?  

This factor can be overlooked at times but can be an important indication that the horse will out-run 

today’s odds.  Obviously, you can judge the quality of today’s jockey against the opposing riders.  

This is a game of human behaviour as much as that of the horse. A switch in jockey can be 

significant, especially if: - 

• This is a ‘go to’ jockey for the yard as indicated by trainer/jockey/track stats, and even more 

so if the horse has recently been ridden by the ‘wrong’ jockeys for said yard.  

• The trainer has booked a ‘big name’ who wouldn’t usually ride for them.  

• The jockey has won/placed on the horse previously and/or hasn’t ridden them recently.  

• The jockey has very good track stats, especially over today’s distance and/or field size.  

• The jockey is in-form. A jockey’s confidence can often rub off on a horse.  

• The jockey had the choice of various horses in the race- ie they’ve ridden other horses 

recently, or generally ride for other trainers /owners.  

• The jockey has just the one ride today and/or they have ridden at another meeting on the 

same day.  

Noticing jockey changes and asking ‘why have they booked X’ should be an essential part of race 

analysis.  

* 
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Is the trainer in form?  

Trainer form, as an indication of the well-being of the string, is an important factor but a tricky one 

to assess. There are three questions you could ask: - 

• Is the trainer in red hot form?  As indicated by numerous winners/win % etc in the last 14/30 

days.   

• Is the trainer not obviously in or out of form? The middle ground where there simply isn’t 

the evidence, usually through a lack of runners or recent runners seemingly having no 

chance as indicated through their SPs. 

• Is the trainer clearly just out of form/cold? When trainers start to build up 14 or 30 day stats 

that are 0/15 0p, 0/24 1p, for example, alarm bells may start ringing. I certainly wouldn’t 

want a short price on such runners. If the horse is running a few days after running 

well/placing, this is less concerning. However, such stats may indicate that there’s an issue in 

the yard and the horses are not themselves.  

Trying to predict when a trainer may bounce back into form is tricky, although many do target 

certain times of year. 

As with any analysis you are weighing up positives, negatives, unknowns and areas of concern, of 

which trainer form may be one. It’s then a question of whether the odds allow a chance to be taken. 

Of course, one option is to simply rule out any horse whose trainer you think is ‘cold’, or just focus 

on those who’ve trained a winner in the last 7-14 days, and/or who are ‘red hot’.  

* 

Are there other supporting stats (positive or negative)?  

I’ve touched on trainer/jockey combo stats above, which are always useful for added evidence. 

Depending on your ‘way in’ there may be a trainer/track stats basis to the selection. However, it may 

be you want to dig further and require more supporting evidence such as:- 

• Trainer’s stats – handicaps / class / distance / age / jockey / going / month 

• Trainer’s stats with handicap debutants / 2nd run handicap / trainer switch / class move / 

distance move / headgear (inc 1st) / tongue tie   

• Trainer’s track stats – all the above.  

• Sire stats in race type / distance / age / track / going / headgear (more important for 

unexposed horses who may be unproven in such conditions but may improve for them)  

As always with such stats you can interpret them many ways. You can search for positive stats to 

bolster a case, or negative stats to rule out a selection (or demand a bigger price). 

E.g. a trainer may be 0/25,1p in class 4 handicaps at track X, another may be 0/4,0p and a third may 

be 4/12, 7p, +20.  I would mark down the first horse, neutral on the second and mark up the third.  

* 
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Has the horse been running well?  

This question has the potential to open a can of worms, so I’ll attempt to talk in broad brush strokes, 

knowing there is no right or wrong on this point.  

To put it simply I don’t like consistently wading into horses that seemingly showed very little on their 

last start, and even more so if they haven’t done so for a few runs. By ‘very little’ I generally mean 

beaten very early, tailed off, eased down, beaten 10+ lengths on the flat. With flat horses I find it 

hard to take many positives from such runs, as a rule.   

Obviously, plenty may have valid excuses and will bounce back to form, and part of the fun is trying 

to find the big priced horses that do just that.  

However in general I like to side with horses that were either ‘going forward’ at the line come the 

end of the race (even if that was mid division), were not going backwards in the latter part of the 

race- holding a position/plodded on (esp if in and around the places with more horses behind than in 

front), or who faded very late, having ran well/were in the mix deep into the race. (valid excuses 

may have been a lack of fitness / outclassed / going a stride too quick / opposition too hot / did too 

much too soon / stamina gave out etc)  

I’m generally of the view that horses are not robots and it’s hard for them to seemingly bounce back 

into winning form having been well beaten LTO, or in the runs before that.  

There are many exceptions to these rules and I’m not averse to backing a jumps horse that PU LTO if 

I can find a valid excuse but longer term, I don’t want to be backing many horses who are simply out 

of form and have this sort of profile.  

Looking at all 3yo+/4yo+ Flat handicaps since the start of 2014… 

Those beaten by more than 10L on their last start, inc did not complete >> 

• 30 688 runners / 1806 winners / 5.89% sr   

• 10 069 races (that had such runners) / 1806 winners / 18% of all said races  

Clearly, they do win plenty of races, but they are hard to find and when thinking about a successful 

long term approach and/or to save time, it may pay to ignore such horses on your shortlist.  

I certainly would not back them without watching replays of recent runs, without legitimate excuses 

for recent efforts (which can be obvious when watching a race back – pulling / no run / stumbled / 

blew start / drawn wrong side / jockey gave up / didn’t get home etc) and without good reason for 

why they may improve today. (different distance / ground / drop in class etc)  

Those horses who won two starts back before then disappointing are wroth close scrutiny as there 

may be a valid excuse, and all horses can have an ‘off-day’.  

 

* 
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Have you watched the horse’s last race?  

I’m conscious that not everyone (or even maybe the majority) has the time to watch replays but, as 

a minimum, if you’re able to watch a horse’s last start it makes a massive difference.  

In an era where there is much discussion about data and especially sectional timing, the ‘old’ ways 

can still give you an edge – I think watching racing is much undervalued, certainly by recreational 

punters.  

The amount you can see when watching a replay is phenomenal and is something that takes 

practice. I’ve much to improve on but from video analysis, at a basic level, you can spot: - 

• How the horse races – do they settle / drop their head / relax. You can see this with the 

horse but also with the jockey’s body language and hands – ideally, they should be relaxed 

against the horse, near the bottom of the neck.  

• How the horse responds to pressure – do they put their head down, ears back and try? Or do 

they hold their head high and/or are reluctant to go past rivals (always a negative). Did they 

drift or run off a straight line? (that can indicate a problem, or they didn’t enjoy the ground- 

esp if Good to Firm)  

• Can you spot an excuse for a poor run or were they unlucky?  

o Poor start/slow away 

o Caught in a pocket / got no run at a crucial time 

o Ran on the wrong part of the track (esp races run on straight tracks) - pace bias / 

ground bias/ on the wrong side. Mark up if they ran well/won ‘their side’)  

o Were they poorly drawn, eg wide around Pontefract – either using up too much 

early energy to get a prominent position/fading late, or dropping in further back 

than ideal, getting no run up the inside or having to switch wide around the whole 

field, but still running well to a point?  

o Were they inconvenienced by the pace of the race – a front runner who had 

competition for the lead/did too much/went for home too soon? Or a more 

patiently ridden horse inconvenienced by a slow pace – for example if those in the 

front rank stay there, they got going too late, ran through the line/plenty left but 

race was over.  

• Was the horse running on late, or fading late? Suggesting they may want further or shorter?  

• Did the jockey achieve the best possible finishing position? Were you happy with their 

effort? If a jockey deems a race to be over, (either win or for the places) they can go easier 

on a horse. This is a positive for their next run as they could have finished closer and avoided 

using maximum effort.  

 

* 
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Distance and Going  

I’ve avoided focussing on these two factors and for good reason – I think as punters we can get too 

hung up on both, especially going. Arguably this is different for extremes of going (GF vs soft/heavy) 

where proven form could be more important.  

I say this in the context that plenty of races are won by horses yet to win over today’s distance or on 

today’s official going. Clearly part of our job is to analyse whether we think our horse will improve 

for today’s distance and/or going, using analysis of past runs, trainer behaviour, breeding, and how 

they’ve been finishing off their races etc.  But many races are won by horses doing something 

different, that they’ve never done before. 

I suppose the purpose of this section is simply to encourage you not to be put off by those without 

‘proven’ form in such conditions. I say this in the context that: -  

As I write there have now been 11566 all-aged (3yo+/4yo+) handicaps run in UK/Ireland since the 

start of 2014.  

• 0 wins at today’s distance: 5722 wins / 49% of all races 

• 0 places (standard bookmaker terms) at today’s distance: 3699 wins / 32% of all races 

• Horse running at same distance as LTO: 4790 wins / 41% of all races 

• Horse moving up or down in distance from LTO: 6786 wins / 59% of all races 

• 0 wins on today’s official going: 6923 wins / 60% of all races 

• 0 places on today’s official going: 4227 wins / 37% of all races  

Part of the reason for these figures may be how inaccurate official going / distance descriptions are. 

You may wish to focus on horses with winning form over the distance and/or on the official going, 

but just bear in mind those stats above if you do, and the increased importance, in my opinion, of 

playing in races that have very few unexposed/lightly raced horses competing.  

* 

TO CONCLUDE 

The idea of this report was to give you a few ideas on how to approach race analysis more generally 

and how to use the content within the Members’ posts as a ‘way in’, with a focus on The Flat. With 

any luck some of these ideas/stats may help you land on even more winners.  

Without doubt backing your own winners is the most satisfying part of racing and I hope this report 

may help you in that endeavour. There’s nothing wrong with aiming to find 1 or 2 bets per day.  

Using the ideas explored above you could formulate an approach to shortlisting and then a 

structured approach to analysing those horses and their competition.  Less can be more when it 

comes to race analysis.  

In this game you cannot worry about ‘missed winners’, especially within the members’ club, given 

the number of horses posted throughout the site. The aim is to be content with your own progress 

and I hope this report helps you on that journey.  If you have any questions, don’t hesitate to get in 

touch,  

Josh Wright www.racingtoprofit.co.uk 
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